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2017 has been a very full year! traffic jam galleries just keeps getting busier, we
have a full schedule for 2018 which will include some exciting 'pop-up' exhibitions.
With my own practice I am currently working across a variety of mediums and two
new series have developed through my impasto work titled 'Icecream Cake' and 'The
Simple Life'. I have been fortunate in having made the finals this year of the Hunters
Hill Art Prize and Gosford Art Prize for painting and the Fisher's Ghost Art prize for
sculpture. Over the holiday season I will continue developing the 'works on paper'
featuring the Glass House Mountains and preparing for a thematic exhibition at traffic
jam galleries titled 'The Beach'. Two solo exhibitions are slated for 2018, one in
Sydney and the other in Newcastle .... very exciting!
To visit my website please click here

NEW WORKS

Further developing my beach scenes.
These new works of differing sizes are
a way for me to capture the excitement
and playful lifestyle that is on show
along Australia's magnificent coastline.
In depicting a leisurely day spent by the
sea I employ a largely cool, gelato
inspired, colour saturated palette full of
fun and loads of paint!, The tiny, baby
(18 x 18cm) sized works look like
pound cakes with masses of icing, duly
titled 'Icecream Cakes'.
With some of these beach scenes the
defining line where the ocean meets
the land becomes almost
imperceptible, a conscious blending of
earth and water. In my works I thickly
apply and overlap scales of paint to
create exceptionally textured
landscapes. Lately I have incorporated
additional mediums such as fragments
of molded plastic chairs and mirror
gloss resin. Works in this vein will
feature in the upcoming exhibition 'The
Beach' at traffic jam galleries in Feb' 18

Recently completed painting titled ' I'm Not Myself' - 120 x 120 cm, acrylic
impasto, inks, pen and mirror gloss resin on canvas on ply.

This work and others are currently on display at traffic jam galleries in Neutral Bay

NEWS
ADJUDICATOR

I was honoured to be selected as an
adjudicator for the Hornsby Art Prize this
year. Myself alongside judges Roslyn Kean
and Greg Hansell spent many hours
together with the finalists works, the
exhibition will be on until the 26th of
November at the Wallarobba Arts and
Cultural Centre, Hornsby.

SALE

Great news, a number of my works are to
be included in the upcoming end of year
sale at traffic jam galleries. Contact tjg for
any enquiries or a copy of my sale
catalogue, just in time for the festive
season my works will be on display and on
sale from the 6th of December.

Opening Night and holiday drinks are
being held at traffic jam galleries on
December 13th from 5 -8pm.
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